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HISTORIANS of the western frontier are generally 
familiar with the established causes of the tumultuous 
Dakota "War, or Sioux Uprising, of August, 1862. Dis
contented with the treaties that forfeited lands in Minne
sota and tired of the corruption inherent in the Indian 
bureau's distribution of annuities, in retrospect the east
ern Dakota, or Sioux, people seemed ripe for rebellion. 
In addition, the chances for trouble increased after the 
Civil War broke out; promised money annuities were 
delayed, and white males on the frontier departed to 
fight in the East and South. The long-range problems, 
however, sometimes are given less attention than the 
actions of one Andrew J. Myrick, a trader on the Dakota 
reservations in 1862. It was Vlyrick who supposedly re
fused food to the Indians and replied to their entreaties 
by saying: ""So far as I am concerned, if they are hungry, 
let them eat grass ." ' 

This heartless paraphrase of Marie Antoinette is fre
quently seen as the catalyst that spurred Dakota leader 
Little Crow and several hundred Mdewakanton warriors 
into rebellion. Clearly recent historians of Indian-white 
relations see Myrick's role as crucial. In The Long Death: 
The Last Days of the Plains Indians, Ralph Andrist subti
tles his discussion of the war: ""Let Them Eat Grass." 
After Myrick apparently made his fateful comments, 
Andrist concludes, his words ""were repeated among the 
Sioux — with sullen satisfaction by the most ardently 
anti-white factions.' Dee Brown, on the other hand, 
notes that Little Grow was the most affected by Myrick's 
comments, the trader's words hitting the chief as "hot 
blasts upon bis already seared emotions." Just two days 

after the supposed council with Myrick, Little Grow re
ceived word of the killings of five white settlers near 
Acton, Minnesota, by hunters from bis tribe. After an 
all-night debate he finally decided to join in a war against 
the whites. The first assault took place on the morning of 
August 18 at the Lower, or Redwood, Agency near pres
ent-day Redwood Falls.^ 

'Winifred W. Barton, John P Williamson: A Brother to 
the Sioux, 49 (New York, 1919). The best contemporary discus
sion of the war's immediate causes is in Stephen Return Riggs 
to S. B. Treat, September 15, 1862, in American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) Papers, 
Houghton Library, Harvard University, copies in Minnesota 
Historical Society (VIHS) and the Newberry Library, Chicago. 
Scholarly accounts of merit include William Watts Folwell, 
History of Minnesota, 2:212-241 (Revised ed., St. Paul, 1961); 
Roy W. Meyer, History of the Santee Sioux: United States 
Indian Policy on Trial, 109-132 (Lincoln, Neb., 1967); Ken
neth Carley, The Sioux Uprising of 1862, 1-6 (Revised ed., St. 
Paul, 1976); Priscilla Ann Russo, "The Time to Speak Is Over: 
The Onset of the Sioux Uprising," in Minnesota History, 
45:97-106 (Fall, 1976). 

The author thanks Alan R. Woolworth and the staff in the 
archives and manuscripts division at the MHS for invaluable 
assistance in the preparation of this article. 

^Andrist, The Long Death, 31 (New York, 1964); Brown, 
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: An Indian History of the 
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The above sequence of events has been repeated so 
often by so many authorities that challenging its accuracy 
seems tantamount to debating the very outcome of the 
destruction that followed. Yet several chronological dif
ficulties not known to earlier historians strongly suggest 
that Vlyrick's insult did not occur at the Lower Agency, 
nor is it likely that the council could have taken place 
immediately before the war. This is not to say that 
Vlyrick's insult did not take place; rather, that discrepan
cies in the traditional interpretation of the event make it 
necessary to take a closer look at the impact of the com
ment. In addition, such an assessment leads to a better 
understanding of the origins of the war by offering a 
different vantage point from which to re-examine those 
crucial days in early August when the lives of so many 
people on Minnesota's frontier were affected by a brutal 
confrontation between Indians and whites. 

Scholars know very little about Andrew J. Vlyrick. 
Along with his brother, Nathan, he kept stores at the 
Lower and Upper agencies, which were opened for the 
eastern Dakota along the upper Minnesota River in 1853 
after they had sold their claims to Minnesota lands in 
treaties negotiated two years before. Like other traders, 
the Myricks spent most of their time at the Lower Agen
cy, closer to St. Paul, rather than at the Upper Agency, 
30 miles northwest of Redwood Falls near Yellow Medi
cine. Traders had become essential to the existence of 
the Dakota people by the 18th century. Their role as 
suppliers of manufactured goods, especially arms, in
creased during the first half of the 19tb century. By the 
18.50s, men like the Myricks made a substantial profit on 

American West, 40 (New York, 1970). For an oral account of 
the logic behind Little Crow's decision, see ""Taoyateduta Is 
Not a Coward," in Minnesota Hi.story, 38:115 (September, 
1962). The Mdewakanton were a subdivision of the Dakota 
who lived in Minnesota west and south of Fort Snelling; the 
other eastern tribes were the Wahpekute, the Wahpeton, and 
the Sisseton. Except in quotations, place names, and titles, the 
preferred name of Dakota is used in this article. 

'For an analysis of the 1851 treaties, see Lucile M. Kane, 
"The Sioux Treaties and the Traders," in Minnesota History, 
.32:65-80 (June, 1951). See also "The Indian Payments," in 
North-Western Democrat (Minneapolis), March 22, 1856; 
Sarah F. Wakefield, Six Weeks in the Sioux Tepees: A Narra
tive of Indian Captivity, 7 (2nd ed., Shakopee, 1864). 

"•Timothy J. Sheehan, Diary, July 8, 1862, Sheehan Pa
pers, MHS. On the money issue, see FolweU, Minnesota, 
2:237. Agent Galbraith felt that the problems in getting the 
annuities were related to a conspiracy within the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs to discredit his administration. There is evidence 
that political friends pressured Indian superintendent Clark 
W. Thompson to delay the payment in order to increase the 
indebtedness of Indians to traders. See Galbraith to Thomp
son, July 19, August 6, 1862, C B. Hensley, a Mankato jour
nalist, to Thompson, May 20, 1862, and D. L. Hew to Thomp
son, August 13, 1862 — all in Thompson Papers, MHS; Gal
braith to Henrv B. Whipple, Mav 31, 1862, Whipple Papers, 
MHS. 

the two Dakota reservations by selling goods to Indians 
on credit and then claiming the cash received bv' indi
viduals at the time the government distributed monev' 
annuit ies. ' 

By spring, 1862, this commerce bad taken on added 
importance because of the growing difficulty that the 
government experienced in meeting its obligations to 
the Indians. The Civil War directed attention away from 
Indian matters, and Congress and the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs delayed in providing the necessary funds. Con
versely, the Dakota had gradually reached a point where 
they felt that traders were taking advantage of them, 
demanding all of their annuity funds in exchange for 
relatively few goods. A clash seemed inevitable. It began 
at the Upper, or Yellow VIediciue, Agency, wdien a na
tive soldiers' lodge, or military society, resolved to stop 
the payment normally given to traders. The Sisseton and 
Wahpeton at Yellow VIedicine made known their com
plaints in a council beld with Lieutenant Timothy J. 
Sheehan, commander of a part of the Fifth Minnesota 
Volunteer Regiment sent to Yellow VIedicine to keep 
order during the annuity distribution."' 

Sheehan had arrived at the Upper Agency on July 2, 
1862, with 101 men. Shortly thereafter he realized that 
the cash annuities bad not yet arrived and that the nor
mally peaceful Indians were demanding food. On August 
4 a crisis ensued after Dakota warriors raided a govern
ment warehouse. Sheehan immediately sought and re
ceived reinforcements from Fort Ridgely. Four days of 
intense discussions followed. Government officials, in
cluding army officers and Indian Agent Thomas J. Gal
braith, finally convinced the 6,000 Dakota people in
volved to leave peacefully for a buffalo bunt. By August 8 

TIMOTHY d. SHEEHAN, wearing the captain s insignia 
he won after the battle at Fort Ridgely in 1862 



all seemed quiet again, and both Galbraith and the mili
tia at Yellow Medicine left for the Lower .Agency. Gal
braith reached Redwood on August 13 and spoke with 
Little Crow two days later.'' According to the standard 
interpretation of events, it vvas during this brief discus
sion that the Dakota chief conferred with the traders led 
by Myrick. The insult supposedly took place as the 
Dakota pleaded for assistance. 

Lhifortunately, Galbraith failed to leave a description 
of the council in bis extensive account of events preced
ing the outbreak. This seems surprising in light of the 
emphasis that is placed upon the Myrick insult by some 
historians. Even more unusual is the description offered 
bv' the notes that Galbraith took on bis meeting with 
Little Crow on August 15. "I had an intervlew with Lit
tle Crow," the agent said, "and he seemed to be well 
pleased and satisfied. Little, indeed, did I suspect at that 
time that he would be the leader of the terrible outbreak 
of the 18tb." An ""interview" is definitely not a council, 
and Galbraith failed to mention the traders or Myrick. In 
addition, the agent indicated that bv' August 15 corn and 
vegetable crops bad matured and the Indians were har
vesting them, providing some explanation for Little 
Crow's apparent friendliness. Possibly Galbraith vvas 
trying to absolve himself from responsibility for the sub
sequent violence by mentioning the abundance of food, 
but most observers agreed that the crops of 1862 were 
the most substantial ever produced on the agency lands, 
and thev' would have fed the Lower Sioux Indians 
throughout the coming winter. ' ' The fact is that Little 
Crow and the majority of the VIdewakanton were not 
destitute on August 15. 

Wdliam Watts Folwell, who later wrote a definitive his
tory of Minnesota. Folwell noted the omissions in 1919 
when he began collecting materials for his chapters on 
the Dakota War. Other scholars would borrow and en
large Folwefl's discussion of the events surrounding the 
Myrick insult, but it was he who first sought to ferret out 
the truth surrounding the trader's role. The detective 
work could not have been in bet ter hands, for Folwell 
was a thorough and concise scholar who worked by the 
strict principles of classical ""scientific" history.'"' 

From the start, Folwell had strong suspicions regard
ing the verbal exchange. He had access to Galbraith's 
report, wdiere there was no mention of a council — just 
an "interview " with Little Crow. Hoping to find further 
evidence of the insult, Folwell began a writing cam
paign, seeking some verification of Barton's account. 

'Sheehan, Diary, August 4—13, 1862. Galbraith, apolitical 
appointee, was inexperienced, arrogant, and a ""hard drinker"; 
some of his contemporaries, including Little Grow and Fol
well, considered him responsible in part for the uprising. 
Lucius F. Hubbard and Return I. Holeombe, Minnesota in 
Three Centuries, 3:292 (St, Paul, 1908); Meyer, History of the 
Santee Sioux, 110. 

''Galbraith to Thompson, January 27, 1863, in 38 Con
gress, 1 session. House Executive Documents, no. 1, p. 387, 
406 (serial 1182), Hubbard and Holeombe, Minnesota in Three 
Centuries, 3:285; Return I. Holeombe, "Chief Big Eagle's 
Storv of the Sioux Outbreak of 1862, " in Minnesota Historical 
Collections. 6:387 (1894). 

'Barton, John P. Williamson, 47-51. 
"Folwell to Dr. A. W, Daniels, Februarv 20, 1919, Folwell 

Papers, .MHS. 

A CLOSE inspection of primary sources reveals no con
temporary mention of a council occurring on or near 
August 15. Not until the 1919 publication of Winifred 
Barton's biography of her missionary father, John P. Wil
liamson, vvas Mvrick's insult put into the context of such 
a meeting. Barton gave a detailed description of the 
event, repeating the story as it bad been handed down. 
But she failed to give a date, indicating onb' that the 
council occurred just before the outbreak. As for the 
participants. Barton noted that "hundreds of Indians 
were present, along with ""storekeepers, " traders, the 
agent, and her father. After the Indians haggled with the 
agent over the distribution of food, Galbraith finally 
turned to Mvrick, who was acting as spokesman for the 
other merchants. When Myrick told the Dakota to ""eat 
grass, " the regular interpreter refused to repeat it. Then 
Galbraith apparently asked Williamson, who had grown 
up with the Dakota, to give an accurate translation. After 
he did so, the Indians stood silent for a moment and then 
""broke into weird and savage v\'ar-whoops." ' 

Despite her failure to date the event or to indicate 
where it occurred. Barton's story gained the attention of 

THE STONE WAREHOUSE at the Lower Sioux Agen
cy, built by the government shortly before the uprising; 
Agent Thomas J. Galbraith's initials appear on the gable 
on the other side of the .structure. 
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WILLIAM WATTS FOLWELL, working at his typewrit
er not long after he concluded his painstaking research 
into the Myrick incident 

Since Wifliamson had died in 1917, the historian could 
only write Barton, explaining diplomatically that while 
he believed her summation of the event, '"It is a rule 
among historians to make no positive assertions of past 
events unless upon the strength of at least two independ
ent written accounts." Folwell then attached a sheet of 
questions regarding the Vlyrick incident. He asked Bar
ton how many times she bad heard the story, who else 
was present, and if she knew exactly when the council 
occurred. Folwefl never thought to question her about 
the location, however, apparently assuming that the 
council had been beld at the Lower Agency. Barton re
sponded that she bad heard her father repeat the 
account more than once, but that he did so mainly in his 
later years when ""his mind seemed to revert to the 

'^Folwell to Barton, September 25, 1920, May 9, 1922, and 
Barton to Folwell, May 21, 1922, Folwell Papers. For more on 
Folwells early analysis of the event, see ""Memorandum," 
March 28, 1919, Folwell Papers. Barton's response is attached 
to FolweU's September 25, 1920, letter. 

"'Folwell to Robertson, August 4, 1922, Robertson to Fol
well, August 8, 1922, and Robertson to George Allanson, 
November 28, 1922 — all in Folwell Papers. 

"Folwell to Daniels, February 20, 1919, Daniels to Fob 
well, undated, Folwell to Allanson, November 13, 1922, Allan-
son to Folwell, November 15, 1922, Robertson to Allanson, 
November 28, 1922 — all in Folwell Papers. 

past. " The answer vvas less than gratifying to Folwell, 
and a V'ear later he once again queried Barton. This time 
Williamson's daughter seemed anuov,'ed that he would 
doubt her accuracy. If Folwell thought the evidence in
sufficient for use in his book, she wrote, "don't put it 
in."« 

Meanwhile, Folwell questioned nearly everyone he 
could find who had been near the reservations in 1862 
and had survived the war. The most likely individual in 
this category was Thomas A. Robertson, an interpreter 
who had lived a few miles from Redwood in August, 
1862. Surprisingly, Robertson responded that be knew 
nothing, ""not even that a council was beld." Robertson 
admitted that at that time he "bad very little to do with 
agencv matters." Nevertheless, he could not understand 
why Galbraith did not mention it in bis thorough report, 
and since Robertson appeared to recaU that he bad spent 
Sunday, August 17, at the agency, it seemed strange to 
him that he bad not beard of such a dramatic event . ' " 

Others Folwell wrote to for information included 
George G. Allanson, grandson of Joseph R. Brown, an 
early Indian agent, and Asa W. Daniels, an early agencv' 
physician. Allanson's mother, Ellen Brown, bad been 
held captive by the Dakota during the war, but she had 
no information regarding Vlyrick's insult. She could not 
understand why Philander Prescott, the interpreter at 
the Lower Agency, would have been unwilling to inter
pret Vlyrick's comment. Even so, she did not exclude 
the possibility that such a council could have occurred. 
Daniels, on the other hand, was more forthright. He had 
spent many years with the Dakota and, when queried by 
Folwell, said simply: ""Barton is mistaken in her state
ment, the council could not have taken place.' " 

At this point, Folwell turned to other members of the 
Williamson family, receivdng responses from the old mis
sionary's sons, John B., Jesse P., and Thomas C. Wil
liamson. They strongly supported their sister's account, 
and even noted that their mother, still alive and living 
with them, had also heard her husband relate the event. 
Faced with many contradictions but convinced that the 
Williamsons were reliable sources, Folwell decided to 
use the material in his book. His decision seems to have 
been made by December 12, 1922, when he wrote 
Allanson that it was a "fact" that 'VVilliamson told the 
story as Barton reported it, but that certain minor details 
were faulty. In substance, Folwell had concluded that 
the council occurred at the Lower Agency on August 14 
or 15, the day on which Galbraith bad an ""interview" 
with Little Crow, but that only small numbers of Indi
ans, rather than hundreds, were present. Nonetheless, 
when he finally wrote up the description for his l)ook, he 
noted that Little Crow spoke for "hundreds of Indians 
present" and emphasized the impact that Vlyrick's insult 
had upon the emotions of the Dakota. Barton's account 
and the letters of confirmation that Folwell had received 
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dOHN p.WILLIAMSON,missionary sonofDr.ThomasS. 
Williamson, as he looked in 1866 

from the other Williamson children served as the evi
dence for his footnote.'^ 

As other scholars searching for the causes of the 
Dakota War would soon realize, the story of Vlyrick's 
insult was too sensational to be ignored. It made good 
reading and represented what some historians perceived 
as the "match " necessary to ignite the conflagration that 
followed. Indeed, Folwell set a trend when he elected to 
end his discussion of the major causes for the war with a 
two-page, emotional description of the inhumanity of 
Andrew Myrick, concluding that his "heartless and inso
lent stateinent must have deeply incensed the 
Indians. "'^ 

Folwells search for the truth undoubtedly would 
have been aided had he had access to John P. William
son's personal papers. Among them is a letter written 
from Cincinnati in which Williamson stated, "suspecting 
no danger I left the Lower Sioux Agency on Mon
day [August 11] two weeks ago today. " On the 12th he 
met bis father, Thomas S. Williamson, near St. Peter, 
well east of the Lower Agency. In other words, John P. 
Williamson, Barton's father, was not at the Lower Agen
cy on either August 14 or 15 to interpret Myrick's ""heart
less " response. When one considers further that Gal
braith does not mention such a dramatic event in his 
report, it seems clear that it simply could not have oc

curred as Folwell and others who follow him have 
reported. '"* 

The very existence of this letter leads to one of two 
conclusions: either the council never occurred, a suspi
cion that Folwell originally held, or it took place before 
August 11. If the latter is true, then the council could not 
have been held at the Lower Agency, since Galbraith 
did not arrive there until August 13. Yet the circum
stances surrounding the affair are further confused by a 
vague and brief note that Williamson scribbled a short 
time before his death to Minneapolis journalist Marion 
P. Satterlee, claiming to have been at the ""last council" 
with Little C r o w . ' ' 

Although Williamson indicated that this discussion 
took place "two or three days" before the outbreak — an 
impossibility — it does suggest that a "council" did 
actually occur. It seems possible that in later years the 
missionary forgot the chronology of the outbreak. But if 
any credence can be given to this note, it more than 
likely meant that the council occurred "two or three 
days " before Williamson departed for Ohio, perhaps dat
ing the meeting ou or about August 8. In order to consid
er this theory more carefully, it is necessary to digress to 
the events at the Upper Agency during the early days of 
August. A close examination of the circumstances reveals 
that most of the actors in Barton's scenario were present 
at Yeflow Medicine during the first week in August. 
Moreover, Indians at the Upper Agency were starving, 
providing the necessary conditions for the insult to have 
occurred. 

TWO MAJOR and sometimes contradictory descriptions 
by white participants have survived of the events at the 
Upper Agency during early August. Lieutenant Sheehan 
kept a journal, and Galbraith later gave a day-bv-day 
account in his official report. Both agree that the Dakota 
at Yellow VIedicine were suffering because game was 
scarce or nonexistent, Galbraith had only a small supply 
of food, most of which was intended to feed the large 
number of white government workers at the agency, and 
the traders had generally refused the Indians credit as 
long as they threatened not to pay for goods out of their 
annuities. VIost of these Indians, in contrast to those at 

'^Jesse Williamson to Folwell, September 2, 1922, Thom
as C Williamson to Folwell, September 23, 1922, John B. 
Williamson to Folwell, undated but attached to FolweU's letter 
of September 28, 1922, and Folwell to Allanson, December 12, 
1922 —all in Folwell Papers; Folwell, Minnesota, 2;2.32, 233. 

"Folwell, Minnesota, 2:233. Other historians have con
cluded that the killings at Acton sparked the war. 

'''Williamson to S. B. Treat, August 25, 1862, ABCFVI 
Papers. 

'Galbraith, in 38 Congress, 1 session. House Executive 
Documents, no. 1, p. 390. See also Williamson to Satterlee, 
July 25, 1917, Satterlee Papers, VIHS. 
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THE UPPER SIOUX AGENCY, shown in this artist's conception as d must have appeared before d was destroyed 
during the Dakota War: the warehouse is the building .shown at the far right. Drawing by Chet Kozlak. 

Lower Sioux, did not farm. Within a week or two after 
Sheehan arrived on July 2, members of the Dakota sol
diers' lodge approached him and asked for food. They 
also restated their intention to stop traders from seizing 
their annuity cash once the distribution of goods, food, 
and money scheduled for July took place. Sheehan sent 
them to Galbraith, and the agent did hand out a few 
provisions, mostly soda crackers, at the annuity enroll
ment on July 25. The sight of Dakota men scurrying for 
crackers scattered on the ground from barrels attested to 
their destitution. '^ 

By August 4, when no further provisions were forth
coming, these same Indians (almost entirely from the 
Sisseton and Wahpeton bands) surprised Sheehan's com-

'"Sheehan, Diary, July 2-25, 1862; Galbraith, in 38 Con
gress, 1 session. House Executive Documents, no, 1, p, 390; 
Galbraith to Thompson, July 19, 26, 1862, Thompson Papers. 
See also Hubbard and Holeombe, Minnesota in Three Centur
ies, 3:289-298; Lucius F. Hubbard, ""Narrative of the Fifth 
Regiment, " in Minnesota in the Civil and Indian Wars, 
1861-1865, 2:243-248 (St. Paul, 1890); Sheehan deposition, 
September 11, 1901, in "Evidence for Defendant," 270-283, 
The Sisseton and Wahpeton Bands of Sioux Indians vs. die 
United States, Court of Claims, Docket no. 22,524. 

'' 'sheehan. Diary, August 4-8, 1862; Sheehan deposition, 
271, Court of Claims, Docket no. 22,524. 

'"sheehan. Diary, August 4-8, 1862; Sheehan deposition, 
271, Couri of Claims, Docket no. 22,524; Hubbard and Hol
eombe, Minnesota in Three Centuries, 3:296; Galbraith, in 38 
Congress, 1 session. House Executive Documents, no. 1, p. 
.388-390. On Quinn, see St. Paul Pioneer and Democrat, Au
gust 15, 1862. 

mand and broke into the agency warehouse, carrying off 
several dozen barrels of flour and sugar. In all, Sheehan 
counted 1,500 Dakota men involved in the raid, perhaps 
an exaggeration. The lieutenant halted the pdlaging by 
aiming a cannon at the door of the building and threaten
ing to set it off. While Galbraith cowered inside his resi
dence, Sheehan convinced the discontented Indians to 
join in a council. They demanded food, pointed out that 
the provisions in the warehouse were rightfully theirs, 
and threatened further violence if they were not sat
isfied. Sheehan carried the ultimatum to Galbraith, who 
first asked the lieutenant to retrieve the lost food but 
soon realized the futility of this request and issued a few 
provisions. ' ' 

The next day, August 5, the crisis heightened. After 
Galbraith instructed Sheehan to arrest the men involved 
in the "warehouse raid, he made a cowardly attempt to 
escape to the Lower Agency with his family. The Dakota 
drove him back and then struck their tents, obviously 
making prepara t ions for war. Galbrai th next asked 
Sheehan to arrest Peter Quinn, who acted as army inter
preter, and remove him to Fort Ridgely. Galbraith sus
pected that Quinn bad encouraged the Indians to raid 
the warehouse; others would later dispute this charge. 
Sheehan wisely concluded that be could no longer con
trol the situation and sent the old interpreter to the 
fort to ask t h e c o m m a n d i n g officer to s end re
inforcements. "* 

Meanwhile, Galbraith requested aid from the Protes
tants whose mission was located a few miles north of the 
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agencv'. Thomas S. Williamson, John's father, was then 
returning from the East, but missionarv Stephen Return 
Riggs did respond to the request. Welcoming him to the 
agencv' on August 5, Galbraith asked Riggs whether 
there was "anything between the lids of the Bible" that 
would solve the problem. Riggs thereafter had several 
meetings with Dakota leaders, many of whom he had 
known for years. In a later newspaper account, Riggs 
indicated that Galbraith attended these councils, and it 
seems likeb' that, if the agent were in on the discussions, 
the traders or their clerks were also there. Unfortunate
ly, Sheehan vvas busy guarding the warehouse and never 
a t tended , and Riggs only implied that through his 
mediation, which may have lasted several days, the dif
ficulties were eventually resolved.'^ 

At 1:30 P.M. on August 6 Captain John Vlarsh arrived 
from Fort Ridgely with reinforcements. After huddling 
with Sheehan, he promptly ordered Galbraith to issue 
""blankets and s t u f f to the Indians . According to 
Sheehan, Vlarsh also threatened to "arrest the traders if 
they appeared to cause dissatisfaction amongst the Indi
ans." Galbraith acquiesced to this and on August 7 and 8 
held several more councils with the Dakota, after which 
the storehouses were opened. In exchange for the dis
tribution of provisions, the vast majority of Indians left to 
hunt buffalo northwest of their agency. By August 11 
Galbraith heard that the Indians of the Upper Agency 
were beyond Big Stone Lake; this dissipated concern 
about a war. Galbraith busied himself by recruiting for a 
militia unit called the Renville Rangers designed to fight 
in the Civil War. He left Yellow VIedicine on August 13 
for the Lower Agency, meeting Little Crow there two 
days later. On the eve of the outbreak, both agencies 

• i 2 0 

were quiet. 
In light of the foregoing testimony, the only time 

when conditions were right for the type of comment 
attributed to Vlyrick was during the early days of Au
gust, specifically between the 5th and the 8th. Other 
circumstantial evidence supports this conclusion. For 
example, it now seems clear that most of the key actors 
in the event can be placed at the Upper Agency during 
this period. According to Sheehan, Little Crow arrived 
on either August 5 or 6. "He was there with two or three 
of his men at the time of the council," Sheehan noted, 
"when it was understood that the provisions were to be 
issued to the Indians at Yellow VIedicine. Barton's later 
description of Little Crow's role during the council with 
Vlyrick, Galbraith, and Williamson is probably a refer
ence to this discussion. She said the chief told the 
assemblage that when Indians get hungry, "they help 
themselves."^ ' What Barton failed to understand is that 
this statement must have been a reference to the Sisse-
ton-Wahpeton raid on the warehouse at the Upper 
Agency. 

Placing young Williamson at the Upper Agency is 

LITTLE CROW, photographed by Joel E. Whitney, 
probably in the late 1850s 

more difficult, since his normal residence was at the 
Lower Agency, where he had a mission church. But like 
Little Crow, Williamson had family connections at the 
LIpper Agency and, after hearing news of the troubles, 
he could have ridden the 30 miles north to see if he 
could be of some assistance. Later, when he learned of 
the outbreak on August 25, he quickly returned from 
Ohio to learn v\'hat had become of bis parents. 

Trying to locate the traders also provides fuel for 
speculation. Why, for example, would other men in
volved in the trade and competing for business rely on 
Vlyrick to speak for them? An explanation could be that 
most traders resided at the Lower Agency and left clerks 
in charge of their houses at Yellow Medicine. Thus, if 
Vlyrick were at the Upper Agency, be would probabb' 
be consulted by the clerks. Although concrete evidence 

'''Riggs, "The Dakota Bread Riot," in St. Paul Daily Press, 
August 20, 1862; Riggs, Mary and I: Forty Years with the 
Sioux, 175 (Minneapohs, 1969). Hubbard and Holeombe are 
incorrect in dating Riggs's arrival at the agencv as August 7. 

^"Sheehan, Diary, August 6-8, 1862; Galbraith, in .38 Con
gress, 1 session. House Executive Documents, no. 1, p, 
387-390. 

"' Sheehan deposition, 274, Court of Claims, Docket no. 
22,524; Barton, John P. Williamson, 48. 
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placing Vlyrick at the Upper Agency in early August 
does not exist, Galbraith does give the impression that 
the trader and his brother Nathan were behind the cri
sis. While the councils were going on, probably on Au
gust 6, Galbraith wrote a letter to a friend at Shakopee in 
which he complained vociferously of the ""combination of 
N. Vlyrick & old [Indian commissioner Charles] Vlix" to 
oust bim.^" One must wonder why the agent would sin
gle out Nathan Vlyrick, ignoring other traders, and make 
such a charge unless Nathan and, by proxy, his brother 
Andrew, were at that moment a thorn in his side. Pos
sibly Galbraith felt that Andrew Myrick had somehow 
undermined his position, perhaps by adding to the dis
content in the Indian camps. This would tend to be 
supported by Captain Marsh's threat to imprison "trad
ers" on August 6. At the very least it is interesting that 
Galbraith's letter should focus on the actions of one trad
er at a time when be was facing a native rebellion. 

Galbraith's letter left Yellow Medicine about the 
same time (perhaps August 6) that a group of women and 
children were successfully evacuated to the Lower 
Agency. Perhaps one of them posted it at Redwood. In 
1863, one of these evacuees, Sarah Wakefield, wife of 
the agency physician, penned a description of the trou
bles at the Uppe r Agency, wr i t t en from firsthand 
observation as well as information collected from friends. 
Wakefield recalled the rush on the warehouse and took 
pains to point out that the upper Indians were in a state 
of extreme need when it occurred. She also remembered 
the series of councils that took place shortly thereafter, 
saying that the traders told the Indians that they would 
get no more money from the government and that "they 
would have to eat grass like cattle, etc. " '̂' Like Barton's 

^"Galbraith's letter is quoted in Hew to Thompson, August 
13, 1862, Thompson Papers. The agent obviously wrote during 
the troubles at Yellow VIedicine; he described "4,.500 Indians 
who are troublesome as Hell itself — it is enough to drive a 
man crazy. " 

^'^Wakefield, Six Weeks, 10. Hubbard and Holcombc's re
port tends to confirm Wakefield's accuracy. They describe a 
confrontation in June during which Andrew Vlyrick told a 
group of Dakota: ""you will come to me and beg for meat and 
flour and I will not let you have a thing. You and your 
wives and children may starve, or eat grass, or your own filth, 
Minnesota in Three Centuries, 3:286. 

^̂  Minnesota, Executive Documents, 1862, p, 444; Riggs, 
"'Memoir of Hon, Jos. W. Lynd, " and Holeombe, "Chief Big 
Eagle's Story, " both in Minnesota Historical Collections, 3:114 
(1880), 6:390. A burial detachment, including Nathan Myrick, 
found Andrew with '"an arrow in his arm and an old burned 
scythe thrust through him." Major E. A. C Hatch to his sister, 
September 24, 1862, Hatch Papers, MHS. Stuffing an enemy's 
mouth has a long history. German traveler Jobann G. Kohl, 
writing in 18.55, noted this and reported that "The Sioux . 
stuffed a white man through the mouth with soil . . . snarling: 
"Eat dirt, you land-thief!'" Kohl, Reisen im Nordwesten der 
Vereinigten Staaten, 255 (2nd ed.. New York, 1857). 

story, Wakefield's account is undated. On the other 
hand, it is far less dramatic and fails to mention a formal 
council, or Vlyrick, or the reaction that ensued in the 
Indian camp after the message became common knowl
edge. Although it is difficult to speculate about the 
significance of Wakefield's story, her chronology carries 
conviction that the comment occurred at Yellow Medi
cine during the early days of August. 

Besides Wakefield, one other important person men
tioned the "eat grass" insult. Little Crow, in a letter to 
Henry Sibley dictated during the fighting that followed, 
specifically charged Myrick with telling the Dakota that 
they could "eat grass or their own dung. " Vlyrick was not 
the only trader mentioned; Little Crow singled out 
others vvdio had become obnoxious to bis people. Yet the 
chief's comments again make clear that Vlyrick bad 
threatened the Dakota with starvation. Years later Chief 
Big Eagle would claim that after killing the traders at the 
Lower Agency ou August 18, warriors stuffed Vlyrick's 
mouth full of grass. Big Eagle did not indicate, however, 
that he attended the council where Myrick made bis 
remark and seemed to suggest that all was quiet at the 
Lower Agency just before the war broke out."'' 

IN SL'VIVIARY, the evidence that has survived indicates 
that at least tvvo weeks before the war Andrew Vlyrick 
did insult a group of eastern Dakota, telling them they 
might as well "eat grass," or words to that effect. Folwell 
and other historians made the mistake of assuming that 
this discussion took place at the Lower Agency and pro
vided the catalyst for the Mdewakanton to start the war. 
We know that a handful of Lower Agency VIdewakanton 
joined Little Crow in his trip to the Upper Agency in 
early August and were on hand during the councds that 
followed. But most of the lower Indians were not in 
attendance at such a council and did not hear Mvrick's 
comments. Furthermore, there is no reason to believe 
that on the eve of the rebellion the majority of them 
were suffering like their western, buffalo-hunting rela
tives. Indeed, half of the Lower Agency Indians were, at 
least nominally, farmers by 1862, and thev' bad a bumper 
crop to gather. 

What this new information implies about the causes 
of the war is difficult to assess. It does (juestiou the belief 
that a charged emotional atmosphere existed iu VIdewa
kanton camps before the attack on the Lower Agency. It 
follows that the war was less a tragic accident, brought 
on by unusual circumstances, than has previously been 
argued. If we de-emphasize the sense of provocation that 
Vlyrick's insult might have offered, it seems clear that 
historians may want to reassess the causes of the war, 
beginning with a more thorough consideration of the 
evidence. At least two Dakota informants later strongly 
implied that elements among the VIdewakanton had 
been dissatisfied with the governmental acculturation 
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program, the increased occupation of neighboring hunt
ing grounds by white pioneers, and an annuity distribu
tion system that favored farmer Indians in order to dis
courage tradi t ional occupat ions. A soldiers ' lodge, 
formed at the Lower Agency well before the outbreak, 
discussed various options, including war. Furthermore, 
Little Crow had been promised some provisions for his 
role in mediating the troubles at Yellow Medicine on 
August 6-7. Those goods were apparently not delivered. 
More traditional, nonfarmer Indians living near the 
Lower Agency seem to have concluded that resistance to 
white rule was a solution for these inequities.^^ 

In other words, the rationale for the rebellion was 
more complex than has been previously perceived; 
Myrick's statement has distorted the nature of the war 
by placing a much stronger emphasis on the emotional
ism of the moment than on the dynamics of Dakota soci
ety in 1862. When this latter subject is scrutinized, no 
doubt the factionalism that was rampant on both Dakota 
reservations and the impact that government accultura
tion programs had upon the various factions will gain 

CHRONOLOGY, July-August, 1862 

July 2 Lt. Sheehan arrives at Upper Agency 
with 101 troops. 

August 4 Sisseton and Wahpeton Dakota Indi
ans raid the government warehouse 
at Upper Agency. 

August 5 Stephen R. Riggs arrives at Upper 

Agency. 

August 5 or 6 Little Crow arrives at Upper Agency. 

August 5-8 Series of councils at Upper Agency 

August 11 Hosti le Upper Agency Indians re

ported at Big Stone Lake 

John P. Williamson departs for Ohio. 

August 13 Agent Galbraith arrives at Lower 
Agency. 

August 15 Agent Galbraith speaks with Little 
Crow at Lower Agency. 

August 18 Indian assault on Lower Agency 

significance. But until then, as long as we continue to 
repeat the errors made by past scholars and fail to look 
carefully at new sources or new interpretations of old 
sources, the myths of that past will continue to distort 
our perception of the Dakota War of 1862. 

^^See 'Wa-pa-sha's testimony, in Papers Relating to Talks 
and Councils Held with the Indians in Dakota and Montana 
Territories in the Years 1866-1869, 91 (Washington, D. C , 
1910); Holeombe, in Minnesota Historical Collections, 6:387; 
Sheehan's deposition, 274, Court of Claims, Docket no. 
22,524. 

THE ILLUSTRATION on page 202 is from \\'inifred W. Bar
ton, John P Williamson: A Brother to the Sioux, facing p. 108; 
the one on page 204 is in the Smithsonian Institution. The 
portraits on pages 199 and 200 are by photographers Joel Whit
ney and Eugene D. Becker, respectively, and all others are in 
the MHS audio-visual library. 
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